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Kyssimixa 

• 
Cotton prices. were high, for only two years, 1951' and 1952 when the 
priae indiijüs were ahove 17®, hut since then price declines have 
been.more gradual compared to coffee pfiSes. Tea prices were a 
little more s.teady, hut then tea was not yet a major export crop 
from Uganda: even in 154-3 the value of this crop exported was just 
£2'million. 

The effect of price changes on the composition of Tanganyika's 
agricultural exports was a dtscrease ifT the relative importance of 
sisal from more- than 5®$ of total vtlue of exports in * 1949/5® "to 
around 3*$ in 196®-62. Crops which were now climbirig up in.importance 
were tea, meat, <;-shew nuts and cotton: and for these with the Single 
exception of.cotton price changjs were extremely favourable as compared 
to sisal prices. Exports of rohusta coffee whose prices were falling 
just stagnated. 

The effects of favourable price trends can be seen from the fact 
that although Tanganyika had the highest rate of growth of quantity 
of agricultural exports of about 7$ per anrfum, it was in fact Kenya 
.which had the highest rate of growth of value of agricultural exports 
(8$ per annum), and incidentally of total exports. If the quantity of 
Kenya'sagricultural exports had not risen between thjse two dates, 
then the value of her agricultural exports would have risen by about 
25$, the price rise of he* agricultural exports. But since the 
quantity of her agricultural exports w@nt up by 135$> "the value of 
her agricultural exports went up even by a higher percentage. This 
contrasts with the; Tanganyika Situation where the value of agricultural 
exports in this period went up entirely under the influerice of 
.rising quantities- since her price index was at the same level in 
1962/63 as it had been in I545/5®. In- this case the increase in the 
quarwtity; of agricultural exports ( 1 4 i s roughly equal to the 
increase in the value of agricultural exports (153%)- For Uganda, 
however, the value of her agricultural exports increased more. slowly 
than the quantity of her agricultural exports (real exports). 
This. was. due to a 3$ döcline of her price index, which, when 
su.periniposfj.-on a slowly rising trenft %f quantities, resultßd in 
an even slower growth rate of values; and since agricultural 
exports are such a high percentage of total exports, total export 
earnings were rising only very slowly. This can also 15 e gauged 
from the figures for total value of exports in tables 1A and IB. 
In i949/5® Uganda derived twiöe as much income from her exports as 
Kenya, but by the sixties their value of total exports was about 
the same, and in 1}62 Kenya's value of exports was ®.3 million above 
Uganda's. The y>-'ar 19^2 was a very bad one for Uganda's cotton, and 
in fact in 1?63> Uganda's. value of exports weni up again very fast, 
due to favourable prices for robusta coffee bü"k even more to more 
normal crop harvests. The advantages, however of rising prices 
and quantities of. exports can be seen if we try to compäre'Kenya on 
the one hand and Uganda on the other; these have operated in Kenya's 
favour to raise the value of her agricultural exports very fast in 
contrast to Uganda's position. 

D. Projections. 
From t'he vieWpoint of agricultural planning in East Africa 

the Information which is most urgo-ntly required concerns prices of 
the commodities which couli be exported ^rom this partä of the,world. 
This is "because for ümo'st commodities East Africa is only a small 
producei? and she can therjfore plan, tg. exporj as much as it produeces 
without affecting the price she recg'ves. Other things being equal, 
crops which it*is- now profitable tö export will even .become morsi 
profitable to export if their prices go up. In a world free fr.om 
planning consntraints, produötion for export will be carried to that 
point where marginal returns to fa'ctors are equalised as between 
domestic production and producticn for export. 
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Tkus whe» export prices alter, there is a need not only tc change the 
composition of exports "but also to shift factors "between production-
for domestic markots anA production for export in search cf a new 
equilibrium. If cotton prices fall, and other things remain the same, 
then it becomes necessary to reallocate some factors away from cotton 
production to either another export crop or to crops for domestic 
. use; a: certain amount of the factors will go to each of these linesü 
of production depending on the new cost-return structure. 

• ;• s sd 
in this paper it will not be possible to hazard suggesti^s» 

about the proper allocation of resources between production for expojrt 
and production for the home market because of the lack of informajfcnjgi 
about net returns to factors engaged in agricultural production in 
East Africa, large soäle estate production excoptod. For small-scäle 
farmers the only roliable information we have concerning their 
economic transactions rg about th>iir revenue from exportable crops 
particularly where the commodity is exported through a marketing. 
board. What one can r=ay is that perhaps too much emphasis has been 
placed on production for export and that local profitable opportunities 
have not been exploited to the füll: in »articular unexploited 
opportunities still exist whose exploitation awaits the improvement 
of Jnarket facilities, communications, and a greater ĉ egree of 
Cooperation With regard to agricultural Imatters interterritcrially.j^) 

* . 
. howevor, foroign exchange is introduced in a/tpütenning 

model .as a constraint on development, then it is fjossible for 
net returns from exports* to diverge from those which could be owtained from 

Aomestic atläs,;in particular we can get a Situation where resources 
employed in the production of export crops would have besen more 
profitably employed in satisfying internal demand. In' effect we 
would "be putting a. premium c* foreign exchange eq-rnings 
in Computing prof italeility of different prcjects because of the 
limiting nature of foreign exchange on development. If foreign exchaage 
targets are known what we have then to work out is the combination 
of exportable commodities which will enable us to achieve this 
target with "khe le^st possible absorption of resources, in which 
caso consiaerations of profitaliility in industries serving the home 
aarket are largely irrelevant except where thg•divergenco in returns 
is really great. Information required for such an exercise would 
be the course of future costs of production of different crops on ' * 
the one hahd, and the prices at which these various crops will be 
sold. Protections presentäd in this paper are intended to provide 
some tentative suggostions with respect to the latter. 

E. FAQ Protections. 

By and large, agricultural export prices on the world 
market dopend on two things: the forces of supply and demand and 
institutional arrangements which have got international repercussio*,s. 
For instance last year's recovery in robusta coffee prices in 
attributable in part to natural calamities in Brazil's coffee 
growing arsas and partly tc tlja successful conclusion of the 
International Coffee Agreement. In fact the United Nations Trade 
Conference which took place in Geneva early this year recomme*ende»>. 
that commodity agreemonts were one of the methods of easing the 
foreign trade problerns of developing countries. 

The following commodity notes are prepared uarinly''-î rop. FAQ. 
Documents which have been published so far bearing on the siab^gct t(4M5)(0 
It gojs without saying that if most countries draw up their plans , 
following these Protections more closely, these projections will in 
all probability be proved wrong. Protections cf supplies are the most 
difficult to make bocause these are governod by the way individual 
countries eventually shape their plans. It is pointed out, fer instance, 
in theso pulications that if the slightly bright priejj .^prospects for 
tea should attrapt many countries tewards this commodity it is likely 
that an oversupply probl^^-oouilcl^-eaÄily-i^esult., with prospects 
turning out to be poor. 
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Meat and Meat Pr^parations and Dairy Prodifcts. 

Meat consumption is highly res|onsive to income and price chang 
is, for instance, assert^d that consumption of meat ha's not yet reached 
Saturation point even in North America. The United States has of 
late "become a net importer cf meat to ahout 2$ to jfo of its total 
consumption; and in Western üurope, Italy, tho United Kingdom and 
West Germany are expected to increase their meat consumption pretty 
fast. Production is unlikely to keep pace with demand in these 
countries, and even with increased supplies from France and the 
Netherlands to the other Common Market countries there would still 
he room for exports from third countries. The greatest obstacle to 
increased exports from third countries will remain the heavy 
levies currently imposed on such imports within the Common Market 
in order to protoct their own farmers. 

Within the developing countries themselves production is 
expected to fall far short,of demand, and for this reason meat 
prices are likely to rise since it is unlikely that these countries 
will be prepared to sacrifice the foreign exchange required to import 
meat from outside. It is interesting to note in this respect that 
Kenya which had succeeded in establishing an export trade in meat 
over the last few y&ars, not only to the outside world but also 
within East Africa expects that her exports of meat and dairy 
products in 197« will be less than what she exported in 1}62. Meat 
exports then will be worth £3.«4 million against £3.26 million,in * 
1?Ä2.W The fall in dairy products will be more striking as the value 
of these exports is expected tc fall from £2,16 million in 1962 to 
£«.47 in 157*. The explanation given is that increased home cqjisumption 
is likely to reduce the supplies available for export even if 
increased production materializes. These two aro' the only major, 
items under the Kenya Plan whose export levol is likely to be 

»below thjät of 1962. 

This makes meat the brightest spot in the field'of. 
agricultural exports so long as institmtional barriers to international 
trad-e -can. he reduced. It will in fact be beef followed by poultry 
meat which are likely to enjoy these favourablj price conditions. 
The most appropriate form in which to export the beef would be as 
canned or hightly processed meat, but tariff pclicies in most 
developed countries discrimiiat© against processed meat. There is 
also a tendency to disoriminate against fresh meat at the same time 
on account of disease, so that there is some room here for negotiations 
and reform, 

The market for dairy products is likely to be restricted 
to internal consumption because of the very nature of the product 
itself, but outlets in neighbouring countries could bec-omo signifcant 
inisuch commodities as butter, cheese and powdered or canned milk if 
communications as well as trade relations were improved. As with meat 
the demand for dairy products in developing countries will largely 
depend on changes in incomes, whereas for the developed countries 
the main determinants will be population growth as we*ll as income. 
But "the dfemand for dairy products in developed countries is älmost 
ce^tain to be met from their own sources. 

Thes§ price forecasts are quite consistent with East Africa's 
experience' sketched' above since meat was one of the commodities 
wiiföh had enjoyed rising export prices over the last few years, 
even if we rocognise the fact that this item is an agglomeration of 
many "tvpes cf meat. 

East Africa13 Plans. 
For -fche region as a whole the United Nations Special Fund 

has agreed to sponsor a livestock development plan. In Kenya a 
shortfall of beef cattle is expected as a r^sult of a„ fall in produc-
tion by settlers. The Kenya Meat Commissicn expects a shortfall cf 
26,««« head of cattle by 1^66/67, and it is for this reason that a 
Range Management Division has,been established in the Ministry of 
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A Situation of over-supply has characteeleed "the world 
coffee e conomy since about 1955."This surplus Situation is 
•eipected to continue up to about 1970 when supply conditions 
are likely, to have altered. In fact PAO progections do not 
indicate any further price declines "between now and 1970, 
while it is intimated that. prices are likely to move upward 
if they ever change at all. This degree of optimism is "based 
on some factors which have emerged of late in the coffee trade. 
The first is the damage suffered by Parana1s coffee areas 
which may äffeet production for several years to come. This 
in itself may induce Brazil to intensify her plans of 
diversifying the economy. Secondly, in some of the Latin 
American countries old and uneconomic areas are being abandoned 
while at the same time no new large-scale plantings have 
been undertaken in these countries of late. Most of future 
production increases are expected to come from Africa. 

t 
As far as the International Coffee Agreeement is 

ooncerneds it will then either-have sueeeeded in reducing 
surplus stocks and output or it will have been abandoned 
because of the pressure which is bound to be brought to bear 
upon it from both sides to the bargain. If it does not 
sueeeed in Clearing the surpluses, it is hard to imagine 
that consumers will be prepared to go on paying high prices 
when heavy stocks continue to overhang the market. On the 
other hand if prices are allowed to fall, this is likely.to 
reduce the attraction of the Agreement to low-cost producers 
vho will continue to be limited as to the quantity they can 
seil even at these low prices; at the same time the high-cost 
producers will find that they lose money whether they are 
in the Agreoüient or out of it. The low-cost producers are 
mainly African countries, and compared to countries like 
Brazil they are much poorer, and therefore their ability 
to hold on to stocks for long periods is severely limited; 
this is especially the case when it is realized that the 
Agreement is more in the int.erests of the high-cost producers 
who would have to be squeezed out in the eveht of falling 
prices. Should the low-cost producers opt out of the Agreement 
this is going to hasten a phenomenon which is bound to come 
sooner or later; namely the reduetion of production in high-
cost producing countries. 

In view of these conjectures it is interesting to have a 
look at East African plans. Tanganyika intendä to nearly double 
her coffe production from the 1960-62 average of 27,000 tons 
to 49s000 tons in 1970 and to have increased it by 19,000tons 
in 1980. No substantial increase in acreage is contemplated, 
but the yield from existing acreage is to be increased 
greatly by improved husbandry practices. It is also assumed 
that prices are likely to go up by about 15$ between now and 
1970, which perhgps will refleet improvements in quality 
rather than a rise in prices for the'same grades. 

Kenya was possibly caught by the Agreement on the v/rong 
foot . Her production was very low when the export quotas 
were being fixed. Her present.quota is a mere 30,100 tons 
to*traditional markets plus 5?000 tons to tire United Kingdom. 
In the Plan it is stated that current production is approx-
imately 37>000 tons, but existing plantings will produce an 
estimated total exportable crop öf 70,000 tons by 1970,. .In 
this, Situation, Kenya will nee cra lot of barsaining within. 
the Agreement cefore her fuofa cati bse raisea m order'to 
aecommodate most of this 'increase. Her approach to further 
plant ing *of coffee is also one of extreme caution and reserve, 
as she is not a member of the International Coffee Agreement. 
(Signatories to the Agreement are supposed to enforce 
restrictions on further planting of coffee). 
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The demand fcr sisal is likely to "be sustained by the demand for baier 
twine in European countri ;s and North America. Sisal being chaaper 
than abaca there is a tendancy for the prices of sisal to move in 
sympathy with abaca prices, but sisal has the advantage that when 
abaca. prices rise people tend to Substitute sisal for abaca, so that 
during boom years sisal exports can expand substantially. On the other 
hand during periods cf low prices substitution is the other way. This 
phenomenon has been most noticaable in Japan. 

Uganda has naver taken up sisal seriously; the quantity 
exported in 1*63 was about one-third of what it had been in 1951« 
But we now understand from the President*s Policy Speech two weeks ago 
that in the quest for diversification sisal production is to be 
expanded in areas which have ba^n found suitable for its growth.(lt) 

Tanganyika's sisal plahs are not very ambitious. She is the 
world's largest prcducer of sisal, producing about 4 c f the world's 
output and so her volume of exports could affect the world price for 
this commodity. She intends tc increase her production by just 35f° 
above her 1}6®-ä2 average by 197®, and by another 30$ by 158«. The 
price rise she expects up to 197* is however of the order of 3®$ and 
a decline of abcut lifo between 197* and 158*. Ono wonders whether it 
would not be better to expand output even faster in the first period 
and take advantage of favourable conditions while they last. Even if 
her cwn production will mean a fall in the export price, it is doubtful 
whether the fall would be very great oompared to the increase in sales. 
This might be a better strategy than expanding production after 197® by 

when prices will be falling - assuming of course that the price 
forecasts in the plan are fairly accurato. 

.Kenya plans on a mcra .ambitious programme of sisal exports than 
Tanganyika although perhaps/äapends on the figures one is looking at. 
Under table- * page 134 of the Kenya Plan sisal exports will riso frem 
£4.32 million in 15*2 to £6.12 million in 197®. This cloarly is not 
ambitious. But on table 49 table 1. of the same documsnt the return to 
sisal producers is expocted to rise from £4-52 million in 15*2 to 
£8.50 millicn in 197©• This could imply that more sisal will be 
util 

ized locrlly within East Africa er that sisal producers are geing 
to be subsidisad, or parhaps that the sisal will be transformed into 
other commodities bofore being exported. No indication of any of these 
possibilitias being tha case can, however, be found in the 
Plan itself. 

Conclusion. 

This tentativa summary outline of future outlook was intended 
simply to highlight some of tha most important factors which are 
likely tc affact the trading position cf the main crops exported from 
East Africa. While its tentative natura must be kept in mind, it is 
perhaps its line of approach which it has got to commend to people 
engaged in planning in East Africa. More reliable information can 
always be filled in as and when it becomas available. 





TABLE 2A. 
KENYA:: Changes in Total and Agricultural Exports in selected ̂ sub-jperiods 1.949/50 - 6^/65, 

1949/50(Av) 1954 * 1958 * """ ' l962/65(Av.) 1949/50-1962/65, 
Total Exports £'000 14,075 20,260 29,300 40,873 _ — 
% Change from previouo date , — ' +44 - +45 ' +39 +19t 
jgricultural Exports £'000 10,818 15,642 23,617 32,#44 
£ Change from previous date - — +45 +51 +36 +196 
Agricultural Exports; at 1960-62 Prices £'000 13,275 14,365 24,071 30,876 _ 
% Change from previous date* — +8 +68 +28 +135 
Price Index 1960-62 = 100 83 109 • 98 104 
% Change from previous date - +31 -10 +6 +25?S 

* Changes in this variable can "be regarded as reflecting changes in the quantity of exports. 
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> 

U G A N D A : C H A N G E S i n T o t a l a n d A g r - i c m l t u r a l E x p o r t s 

T o t a l E x p o r t ü £ ' 0 0 0 » 6 , 0 5 1 

C h - a n g e f r o m p r e v i o u s d a t e 

A g r l c u l - t u p i i l E x p o r t s 0 0 0 2 3 , 8 4 8 

( 

% C l i a n g e f r o m p r e v i o u s d a t e 
V 

i & r i c u l t u r u l E x p o r t s a t 1 9 6 0 - 6 2 M c e s £ * 0 0 0 3 1 , 9 8 4 

^ C h a n g e f r o n p r e v i o u s date' 5-' -

P r i c c I n d e x 1 9 6 0 - 6 2 - 1 0 0 1 C T 

% C h a n e c f r o m D r e v i o u s d a t e -
f w« Wj 

* F o r n o t e s s e e T r f b l e S A . 

I n B e l e c t e d s u b » j ? e r i o c l s _ ^ : t m 9 / & 0 - 6 2 / 6 3 

1 9 5 4 ; 1 9 J 5 8 j 1 9 4 - 9 / 5 0 - 1962/ 

« ^ C T B 4 0 , 4 0 9 4 4 , 5 5 0 

+ 5 6 + 1 3 - S • 

0 6 , 5 8 3 4 0 , 8 4 8 3 8 , 4 1 1 

+ 5 7 + 1 3 - 1" 6 5 

+ 1 8 + 3 1 + 1 ? 

1 4 1 1 5 0 1 0 4 

•8 — 2 0 

+68 











TABLE 3Dr EAST AFRICA: RELATI0N5HIP BETTEEN PRICE AMD 
QUANTITY CHANGES FOR INDIVIDUAI COMMODITIES 

CoEmodi ty 

Hides & Skins 
Pyrethruni 
Cashew Nuts 
Ground Nuts 
Ro"busta Coffee 
Wattie 
Maize Unni11ed 

Price Change Quantity Change 

High j Med. Low High Med. Low 

Cotton 
i j |(K,U}T T K (u) 

Sisal 
I > 
i (K,U,T) K,T (u) 

Araloica Coffee 
l 
j T K,(u) K,U rp 

• : 

Tea T i K' U K,U,T 
| 

Meat i T ; K 
! 1 ' K,T 

K 
i(x,uV 

K 
U,T 

U 

K,T 

rpt 

K 

U. 
K 

U,T ; 
u i 

|(K) K 

! K 

( e ) 

Note; Brackets indicate negative quantities. 
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Ta"ble 4. 

COTTOF AC5EAG1-S CT UGANDA 1«48~62. 

Thousand Acrss. 

Year Total all Uganda Buganda 

194C 1,559.9 476.7 
194? 1,628.5 521.9 

19 5» 1,499-7 508.1 
51 1,514.2 416.5 
52 1,472.* 341.7 
53 1,611.2 398.1 
54 1,738.« 431-9 
55 1,585.5 373.6 
5* 1,568.5 346. • 
57 1,617.• 348.3 
58 2,«14.0 384.» 
59 1,564.7 325.2 
6« 1,516.« 25^. 2 
61 2,»72.1 458.5 
62 1,8*3.5 277.9 

Cource. Annual Reports of Agricultural 
Department. 
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